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ABIOTROPHY.
We may speak of life as normal when the activities of the various parts of the body are so harmoniously correlated one with another that the functions of all are performed without excess and without waste. On the other hand we may speak of death as normal "when it comes on not from the failure of this or that organ crippling the action of the rest, but from a gradual lowering of vitality all round, so that even to the last it would seem as if, feebly as the functions of any one part are carried on, the result is sufficient for the lessened demands of the other equally feeble organs. Such death is rare ; for it usually happens that in consequence of the special incidence of extrinsic influences on certain regions, one part fails far before the rest. Local and unbalanced failure may, however, occur not from the special or irregular incidence of external injurious influences, but from the fact that certain tissues or tracts of the body have, perhaps even from birth, been less endowed than the rest with that attribute which we speak of as vitality, and that these tissues or tracts wear out sooner than is compatible with that evenly distributed decay which occurs in normal death. This condition of locally enfeebled vitality, with its coincident tendency to early degeneration, may undoubtedly arise as a result of inflammatory or other injurious influences, but in many cases it is equally evidently inborn, and it is to such inborn defect that we must look for the explanation of certain hereditary and inevitable degenerations which we are perhaps sometimes too ready to regard as diseases demanding treatment. In. a lecture recently delivered at the National Hospital, Sir William Gowers pointed out that we Want a name to express this conception?to describe this degeneration or decay which takes place in consequence of defect of vital endurance?and he suggested the use of the word " abiotrophy," formed by inserting the root of /3io? after the negative particle in " atrophy," while if a more general term be desired the word " abiotic" might be used to
